Supreme Court of Florida
No. AOSC17-15
IN RE:

JUROR SELECTION PLAN: CHARLOTTE COUNTY
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER

Section 40.225, Florida Statutes, provides for the selection of jurors to serve
within the county by “an automated electronic system.” Pursuant to that section,
the chief judge of the circuit must review and consent to the juror selection
process, and the clerk of the circuit court must submit to the Supreme Court of
Florida a description of the method for selecting jurors. Section 40.225(3), Florida
Statutes, charges the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court with the review and
approval of the proposed juror selection process, hereinafter referred to as the
“juror selection plan.”
The use of technology in the selection of jurors has been customary within
Florida for more than 20 years and the Supreme Court has developed standards
necessary to ensure that juror selection plans satisfy statutory, methodological, and
due process requirements. The Court has tasked the Office of the State Courts
Administrator with evaluating proposed plans for compliance with those standards.
On November 15, 2016, the Clerk of the Circuit Court for Charlotte County
submitted the Charlotte County Juror Pool Selection Plan for review and approval

in accordance with section 40.225(2), Florida Statutes. The proposed plan reflects
changes to both hardware and software used for juror pool selection in Charlotte
County.
The Office of the State Courts Administrator has completed an extensive
review of the proposed Charlotte County Juror Selection Plan, including an
evaluation of statutory, due process, statistical, and mathematical elements
associated with selection of jury candidates. The plan meets established
requirements for approval.
Accordingly, the attached Charlotte County Juror Selection Plan, submitted
on November 15, 2016, by The Honorable Barbara T. Scott, Clerk of the Circuit
Court, Charlotte County, and approved by The Honorable Michael McHugh, Chief
Judge of the Twentieth Judicial Circuit, is hereby approved for use.
DONE AND ORDERED at Tallahassee, Florida, on February 15, 2017.

_________________________
Chief Justice Jorge Labarga
ATTEST:

_____________________________
John A. Tomasino, Clerk of Court
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BARBARA T. SCOTT
Clerk ofthe Circuit Court and County Comptroller
350 E. Marion Ave. Punta Gorda, FL 33950 (941) 505-4716

Charlotte County

November 15, 2016
Court Services
Office of the State Courts Administrator
Supreme Court Building
500 South Duval Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399

RE:

Juror Selection Application
Charlotte County, Twentieth Judicial Circuit

Dear Court Services:
Enclosed for your review is the updated Juror Pool Selection Plan for Charlotte County. Included are
the proposed hardware, software, and methods for random number generations to be used in the jury
selection process. We are seeking Office of the State Courts Administrator review and Supreme Court
approval of this process.
Chief Judge Michael T. McHugh has reviewed the attached documentation.
indicating his review is attached.

A signed statement

Please let me know if there is any other information that I may provide. I look forward to the Court's
approval of the proposed jury pool selection plan.
Sincerely,

BARB~T.SC~
CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
& COUNTY COMPTROLLER

Clerk of the Circuit Court

* Clerk of Board of County Commissioners * County Comptroller * Auditor and Recorder
www.Co.Charlotte.FI.US

MICHAEL

T.

McHuGH

CHIEF .JUDGE
TwENTIETH .JUDICIAL CiRCUIT OF FLORIDA
LEE COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER COMPLEX
1700 MONROE STREET

TELEPHONE

FoRT MYERs, FLORIDA 33901

(239) 533-2775

November 9, 2016

Barbara T. Scott
Clerk of the Circuit Court
350 E. Marion Ave.
Punta Gorda, FL 33950
Re:

Juror Selection Application
Charlotte County, Twentieth Judicial Circuit

Dear Mrs. Scott:
I have reviewed the updated Juror Pool Selection Plan for Chrlotte County and I would like to
advise you of my approval of the Plan. Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.
Sincerely,

--... -C7-J -(__o
Michael T. McHugh
Circuit Court Judge

Charlotte County
Jury Selection Plan

September 19, 2016
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The purpose of this document is to describe the design and implementation of the jury selection
process to be used in a new jury management system (Pioneer Technology Group- JuryMark
system) for Charlotte County, Florida.
The scope of this document includes the algorithms and methods used to:
•
•

Create and maintain a master candidate table
Select a set of names from the master candidate table to create a jury pool.

Also included in the scope is a description of the equipment, operating system and programming
software, methods, and modes of operation to be used in the jury selection process.
Sufficient detail will be provided to satisfy the statutory condition of selection "by lot and at random"
and of due process as required by chapter 40, Florida Statutes.

Equ prY!e
a.

The Jury Management System (JuryMark) is located in a secure computer room of the Charlotte
County Justice Center a secured facility under the control of the Charlotte County's Clerk of
Court IT Department. The Justice Center is the site where jury trials for criminal cases are heard.
There are both a test and production instances of the JuryMark application and both run under
a Windows client/server environment.

b.

The JuryMark system resides in a CISCO UCS 5108 chassis with B200M3 blade servers installed.
The servers' data storage is utilizing an EMC VNX5300.

c.

For failover and disaster recovery there is a duplicate system offsite. EMC MirrorView software
is used to synchronously mirror all data and server environments with a recovery point objective
of zero data loss.

d.

The primary JuryMark database within this environment resides on a Microsoft Windows server
2012 R2 and Microsoft SQL server 2012. Full database backups are completed each night with
transaction logs occurring every half hour during business hours

e.

The JuryMark system is configured with a web/application servers running on a Microsoft
Windows 2012 R2 Hyper-V server environment.
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The JuryMark system environment is backed up each night using EMC NetWorker backup

f.

solution. Backups to disk and tapes are managed in accordance with the current backup policies
and procedures for all Clerk maintained systems.
g.

All hardware and software associated with the jury application will be upgraded on an as
needed basis.

AI

rna iVe
a.

The sources from which names shall be taken are:
1.

A quarterly updated list of Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicle
(DHSMV) licensed drivers and identification card holders, 18 years of age or older, who
are citizens of the United States, and legal residents of Florida residing in Charlotte
County.

2.
b.

Persons filing affidavits pursuant to §40.011.

The Clerk of Circuit Court is designated the official custodian of the computer records to be used
in jury selection and shall ensure they are not accessible to anyone other than those directly
involved in selection of venires, as herein provided. Functions of the Clerk ofthe Circuit Court may
be performed by her deputies. The Clerk shall maintain these sources in accordance with §40.022
and other relevant statutes, if implemented.

c.

The Chief Judge or the Chief Judge's designee, shall direct the Clerk of the Circuit Court to select
at random, and as often as required, jury pools of no less than 250 qualified prospective jurors
from a file of all Charlotte County licensed drivers, identification card holders and persons filing
affidavits pursuant to §40.011 using the method described in this plan.

d.

The Clerk of the Circuit Court in Charlotte County shall cause jury venires to be selected from the
jury pool using the method described in this plan, under supervision of a judge of any court of
record or the Chief Judge or his designated representative.

ing Pros
'-~

a.

J r-or F le

Each calendar quarter, the Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles (DHSMV)
sends an electronic file of licensed drivers and ID card holders to the Florida Association of Court
Clerks (FCCC}. After separating the records into multiple files based on "county of residence" and
excluding drivers and ID card holders under 18 years of age, the FCCC places the files on our server
to be imported.
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b.

JuryMark application is used to load the new FCCC File and merge and match the data with existing
juror records stored in the JuryMark Database. The JuryMark database includes juror personal
data, service history and excusal status. Jurors that are temporarily or permanently excused are
flagged as ineligible but not deleted from the database.

c.

The records from the FCCC file are compared to the existing juror records in the JuryMark
database using driver's license number. Where a match is found, the addresses are compared
and, if different, the DHSMV address replaces the JuryMark address. Records that exist in the
FCCC file but not the JuryMark database, are added to the JuryMark Database. Records that exist
in the JuryMark database but not the FCCC file, are flagged as inactive in the JuryMark database
unless they were created as a result of the filing of an affidavit pursuant to §40.011. Records that
are flagged as inactive remain in the JuryMark database indefinitely and are bypassed by the
system during the jury pool selection process.

d.

JuryMark contains a status field in the Juror table that determines whether the Juror is qualified
for service. The clerk can use the JuryMark application to change the status of a given Juror as
needed. The Regular Loading of Jurors into the database does not alter this column so the
exclusion status is preserved.

e.

Maintenance is conducted on a regular basis to update JuryMarkjuror records in accordance with
F.S. 40.022 (e.g., identifying convicted felons, deceased persons and legally incapacitated persons,
and processing them according to statute). New maintenance procedures will be developed and
employed to comply with other relevant statutes when implemented, assuming that data and/or
processes from external agencies are available.

f.

Persons filing affidavits pursuant to §40.011 will be added to the JuryMark database through an
on-line process within two working days.

Juror
a.

The selection of candidates for weekly petit jury pools is done four weeks in advance of the
reporting date. For Grand Jury, selection of candidates is done twice a year, three months in
advance of the reporting date.

b.

Using JuryMark, the Jury Pool Manager/Grand Jury Clerk or their respective designees, enter the
jury pool location and the number of jurors required (minimum of 250 per F.S. 40.02) for the serve
date specified. No other information is supplied by the user.

The JuryMark will select and

summons the number of jurors requested. Data associated with the selection of a juror pool (e.g.,
date, number of jurors requested) is stored for future retrieval and reporting.
c.

Prior to invoking the process for randomly selecting jurors, JuryMark determines the number of
jurors previously postponed, deferred or re-summoned to the serve date specified and subtracts
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this number from the total number requested. The result is the number of jurors that JURYMARK
must randomly select from the juror database. This step in the selection process does not apply
to Grand Jury selection.
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Step by Step Summary of the JuryMark Random Selection Process
Jurors are selected onto Pools and then from those Pools again onto Panels. Both the Pool and Panel
tables contain columns to store the random seed values used to initialize the PRNG to select the Jurors.
The PRNG we are using is the Mersenne Twister algorithm by Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura
found in the .Net Assembly that can be downloaded from Random OPs here: http://www.hvass
labs.org/projects/randomops/cs/
Validation of the c# implementation of the Mersenne Twister
The output of the version of the Mersenne Twister used in the JuryMark application JuryMark 1.0.0.19
was verified against the test output provided by the authors in the file: mt19937ar.out available on the
authors web site: http://www.math.sci.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/~m-mat/MT/emt.html
The generator was initialized with the values <Ox123, Ox234, Ox345, Ox456> and 1000 numbers were
generated from the function genrand_int32. The first fifteen values are provided for comparison.

1067595299 955945823
3344332714 3355579695
2560260675 3242736208

477289528 4107218783 4228976476
227628506 810200273 2591290167
646746669 1479517882 4245472273

Seeding the Mersenne Twister
JuryMark generates 624 random 32bit seeds for the Mersenne Twister algorithm by using the Microsoft
Enhanced Cryptographic Service Provider (CSP} which implements a cryptographically strong random
number generator that uses many unpredictable inputs to create the random seeds. By providing many
unpredictable inputs to generate the random seeds, the algorithm is able to generate an unpredictable,
random starting point for the Mersenne Twister algorithm. Microsoft's System Security Cryptography
RNG Crypto Service Provider is the most cryptographically strong random number generator available
on the Windows platform.
In Microsoft's CSPs, the CryptGenRandom function uses the same random number generator used by
other security components. This allows numerous processes to contribute to a system-wide seed.
CryptoAPI stores an intermediate random seed with every user. To form the seed for the random
number generator, a calling application supplies bits it might have-for instance, mouse or keyboard
timing input-that are then combined with both the stored seed and various system data and user data
such as the process ID and thread 10, the system clock, the system time, the system counter, memory
status, free disk clusters, the hashed user environment block.

Note: by default JuryMark will generate 624 seeds, however, this value can be increased by
modifying the setting "RandomSeeds" in the Setting Table in the JuryMark Database.
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Each Juror in the system is assigned a Juror ID-a unique sequential number in the system using SQL
Server identity column, so the first juror added is 1, the second is 2, and so on. Jurors are never deleted,
but can be marked in-active so there will never be gaps in the Juror ID number.
When Jurors are needed to be added to a Pool, the PRNG is initialed with the seed values.
Jurors that are postponed, deferred, or re-summoned are chosen first and added to the Pool before
the randomly selected Jurors.

1.

A random number is chosen from 1-N, N=count of Jurors in the Juror table. The random
number obtained corresponds directly to the Juror ID- the primary key to the Juror Table.
The random number chosen is checked against the already chosen Jurors for the Pool and if
a duplicate is found, then another number is chosen and compared until a non-duplicate has
been found.

2.

The Juror record is read from the database
A.

If the Juror is qualified for service they are added to the Pool. To be qualified the
Juror record must be marked active and the current Juror Status must be flagged
available for service based on the Date Range of the Juror Status and the Date Range
of the Pool service dates.

B.
3.

If the Juror is not qualified then another Random number is chosen- Go to Step 1

This process repeats until all needed Jurors are added to the Pool.

When Jurors are needed to be added to a Panel, the PRNG is initialed with the seed values.
1.

A random number is chosen from 1-N, N=count of Jurors on the Pool the Panel is pulling from.
The random number obtained corresponds directly to the Juror Number on the Pool.
The random number chosen is checked against the already chosen Jurors for the Pool and if
a duplicate is found, then another number is chosen and compared until a non-duplicate has
been found.

2.

The Juror record is read from the Pool
A.

If the Juror is qualified for service they are added to the Panel. To be qualified the
Juror record must be marked active in the Pool and not currently excused in the Pool.

B.
3.

If the Juror is not qualified then another Random number is chosen- Go to Step 1

This process repeats until all needed Jurors are added to the Panel.
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c# Sour'CE: Code

f'1akoto

Pseudo-Random Number Genera~or (
Matsumoto and
i Nishimura. This

from their·

c source-code

dated 2002/1/26. This PRNG

4.3 x 1BA6001). and is hence known as MT19937.
public class MerserneTwi5ter

HanUint32

{

Constructors.

Ill <summary>
Ill Constructs the PRNGect and seeds the PRNG with the current time of
Ill 1'his is what you will mostly war,t to use~
Ill </summary>
public MersenneTwister()
: base()
{

Seed();
}

Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill

<summary>
Constructs the
ect u
This is useful if you want to
same sequence of
-random numbers.
</summary>
public MersenneTwister(Uint32 seed)
: base()

seed
lvi til the

{

Seed(seed);
}

Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill

<summary>
array
Constructs the
the
of seeds. Use this if you need to seed with more than 32 bits.
</summary>
MersenneTwister(U!nt32[] seeds)
: base()

{

Seed(seeds);
}

#end region
#region Internal definitions and variables
static readonly Ulnt32 N = 624;
II
static readonly Uint32 M = 397;
II Constant vector a.
static readonly Uint32 MATRIX A 0x9908b0df;
// fi!1ost s
static t'eadonly Uint32 UPPER_MASK = 0x80000000;
static
Ulnt32 LOWER_MASK = Bx7fffffff;
// Least
static readonly Uint32[] mag01 = { 0x0> MATRIX_A };
Uint32[] mt = new Uint3?[N];

I' The array for the state

Uird:32 mti;

II Index into mt-array.

vector·~

Ill <summary>
Ill Is PRNG
for use?
Ill </summal~y>
bool IsReady = false;
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#end region
#region PRNG Implementation.
Ill <summary>
Ill Draw a random number in incl0sive range
Ill </summary>
public sealed override Uint32 Rand()
{

.Assert(IsReady);
Uint32 yj

if (mti >= N)
{

II Generate N words.
int kk;
for (kk = 0; kk < N - M; kk++)
{

y = (mt[kk] & UPPER_MASK) I (mt[kk + 1] & LOWER_MASK);
mt[kk] = mt[kk + M] A (y >> 1) A mag01[y & 0x1];

}

for (; kk < N - 1; kk++)
{

y = (mt[kk] & UPPER_MASK) I (mt[kk + 1] & LOWER_MASK);
mt[kk] = mt[kk + M - N] A (y >> 1) A mag01[y & 0x1];

}

y = (mt[N - 1] & UPPER_MASK) I (mt[0] & LOWER_MASK);
mt[N - 1]
mt[M - 1] A (y >> 1) A mag01[y & 0x1];
mti = 0;
}

y
/*
y A=
y A=
y A=
y A=

mt [ mti ++] ;
(y
(y
(y
(y

» 11);
« 7) & 0x9d2c5680;
« 15) & 0xefc60000;
» 18);

.Assert(y >= 0 && y <= RandMax);
retur·n y;
}

Ill <summary>
Ill The maximum
I I I <I summai"Y>

value returned

public sealed override Uint32 RandMax
{

{ return Uint32.MaxValue; }
}

Ill <summary>
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Ill Seed with an integer.
Ill </summary>
protected sealed override void Seed(Uint32 seed)
{

mt[0]

= seed;
= 1;

for (mti
{

mti < N; mti++)

Uint32 leg = 1812433253;
mt[mti] = (leg * (mt[mti - 1]

A

(mt[mti - 1] >> 30)) + mti);

}

IsReady

= true;

}

Ill <summary>
Ill Seed with an array of integers.
Ill </summary>
protected void Seed(Uint32[] seeds)
{

Seed(19650218);

= 1;
= 0;
= (N

Uint32 i
Uint32 j
Uint32 k

> seeds.Length) ? (N)

((Uint32)seeds.Length);

for (; k > 0; k--)
{

II Non-linear.
mt[i] = (mt[i]

A

((mt[i - 1]

A

(mt[i - 1] >> 30))

* 1664525)) + seeds[j]

A

(mt[i - 1] >> 30))

*

+ j;

i++;
j++;
if (i >= N)
{

mt[0]
i

= 1;

= mt[N

- 1];

}
i f (j >= seeds.Length)
{

j = 0;
}
}

for (k = N - 1; k > 0; k--)
{

II Non-linear.
mt[i] = (mt[i]

A

((mt[i - 1]

i++;
i f (i >= N)
{

mt[0]

=

mt[N - 1];

i = 1;
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}
}

II

MSB is 1;

mt[0]

non zero initial array.

= 0x80000000;

}
#endr,egion

#region Base-class overrides.
Ill <summary>
Ill Name of the RNG.
Ill </summary>
public override
Name
{

get { return "MersenneTwister19937"; }
}
#end region

}
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